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Key attributes of baseline concept:
Operates with a host spacecraft
Cabin atmosphere is the same as the host
Includes a propulsion system
Uses manipulators
Baseline:  FlexCraft (Multiple Venues with Human and Robotic Operations)
Idea is not new and there are many configurations
FlexCraft Configuration
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Multiple Venues with Human and Robotic Operations
Venues Operations
1.28 m (50 in.)
ISS Hatch Opening
Mission and Launch Vehicle
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Two Launch Vehicle Options
Vehicle Falcon 1e
Minotaur I w/ 
61” fairing
Data source Guide Guide
Launch Site RTS CCAFS*
Inclination 9.1 28.5
Notes: 1,3,4 1,2
Circular Orbit Alt 












ISS, NEO and Satellite tasks 





Within mass and cg limits
DAS estimate for frontal area
Area (m2) Area/Mass
Fixed 3.04 0.00869
Grav grad 3.03 0.00866
Tumbling 2.83 0.00809
Addnl area protrusions (m2) 0.1
Area/Mass for analysis 0.00897
Falcon 1e    30 days
Minotaur 1   20 days
Safe Re-entry
Minotaur 1 Falcon 1e
Configuration
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Pressure Vessel Secondary Structure Subsystem Packaging MMOD Shield
System Demonstrator TRL
















6.0 Separation Ring 8.87
Dry Mass 309.26
7.0 Non-Prop Fluids 1.22
8.0 Cargo/Payload 65.49
Inert Mass 59.22
Total Less Propellant 368.48
9.0 Propellant 14.25
Total Gross Mass 382.73
Mature Technologies






Full Scale Sizing Mockup
Adjustable
Adjustable
MMU and FlexCraftSizing Mockup
Systems are Available to Support Launch in 3 yrs.
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Longest Lead Times:
Flight Computer (up to 16 months)
Thruster Triads (12 months)
Primary Battery (12 months)
GPS System (12 months)
“Design to Availability”
• Cold gas (nitrogen) propulsion system
• Eight thruster triads
– Provides rotational and translational control
– Redundant A and B sets
• Total maneuver propellant = 14.2 kg (31.4 lbm)
– Assumes tank drain from 3400-to-250 psi
– Total loaded nitrogen = 15.5 kg (34.1 lbm)
Overview
• VACCO 2 lbf thrusters (same as MMU)
• COTS tank:  1900 in3, 3400 psi
• Structural Composites Industries
(Worthington Cylinders Company)



















Thruster Triad 8 1.41 11.28 A5 2% 11.51 VACCO 2 lbf cold gas thruster triad
Pressure Vessel 2 15.65 31.30 A5 2% 31.93 Worthington Cylinders Tank
Regulator/Relief 
Valve 2 0.36 0.72 C4 4% 0.75 MMU component
Crossfeed Valve 2 0.45 0.90 E2 12% 1.01 MMU component
Isolation Valve 2 1.20 2.40 C4 4% 2.50 MMU component
Quick 
Disconnect 2 0.41 0.82 C4 4% 0.85 MMU component
Filter 2 0.25 0.50 E1 18% 0.59 Estimate
Pressure 
Transducer 2 0.20 0.40 C4 4% 0.42 Typical Value
Pressure Gauge 2 0.08 0.16 C3 8% 0.17 MMU Component
Service Valve 2 0.21 0.42 C4 4% 0.44 MOOG Low Pressure Valve
Lines & Fittings 1 1.74 1.74 E1 18% 2.05 Estimate
Total Dry Mass: 50.64 kg 3.1% 52.20 kg
Propulsion System   (Repackaged MMU)
















Launch Vehicle & Loads:
Minotaur loads from Payload Planner’s Guide
Integrate with standard Payload Attach Fairing 






AL 2219 – T87: Pressure Vessel Structure
AL 7075 – T651: Ringframes & Spars
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